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He sent them two by two ahead of him to 

every town and place where he was 

about to go.                                 (Luke10:1)  

________________________________________ 
Together – what could be better?! 
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Dear friends of go4peace, 

 

      He had to make every journey on foot. There were no cars 2000 years ago.  He, Jesus of 

Nazareth, would not be able to spend much time on earth. So, he thought about how he could 

reach the many people he cared about. It was impossible for him to go to all the villages himself. 

Thus, an idea arose from his divine imagination. 

 

 He, who came from divine love, would be present wherever people met each other in that 

love.  He promised his friends to be with them when they came together in his name, which is 

love." (Mt 18:20)  It takes at least two people to allow for Jesus’ space to open up between them. 

This was the experience of the disciples after the resurrection of Jesus. In the light of this 

experience, they understood why Jesus had always sent them in pairs to the many villages. Even 

though he could not be seen with his eyes, he was there as a person. 

 

  Would you like to have this joyful experience? Then find one or two people who have the 

same desire in their hearts. Try to be totally open and honest with each other and help each other 

in the things that life demands of you. Meet again and again and listen carefully to each other. 

Then Jesus will be with you and give you the light and joy you need in any situation life throws at 

you. Have you got someone in mind already with whom you would like to go this way? 

 

 Here is Tomáš's experience. After Christmas I went to visit friends and I stayed with them 

for a few days. We made a lot of time for each other. We took long walks, planned the go4peace 

year together and sat by the fireplace again and again. My soul was full of joy. A lightness and 

deep peace filled me. As I sat on the bus back to the Czech Republic, I realized that Jesus was 

with us all the time. I wanted to follow him. I decided to continue living these vibrant 

relationships with friends.  We speak to each other on the phone regularly and live - at a distance - 

with Jesus among us. Together, what could be better?! 

 

for the go4peace-team   Meinolf Wacker 


